Polarization anisotropy of transient carrier and phonon dynamics in carbon nanotubes
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We report on polarization-dependent transient carrier dynamics and coherent phonon oscillations in single-walled carbon nanotubes by determining the relation between the nanotube axis and the incident light polarization. Due to the anisotropic shape of nanotubes, optical absorption strongly depends on the polarization direction. We observed three decay components when the excitation wavelength was resonant with the $E_{22}$ transition energy and observed two-decay components under off-resonance conditions. The transient absorption and coherent phonon amplitudes were measured as a function of the angle between the pump and probe polarizations and were analyzed based on the absorption anisotropy of carbon nanotubes. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3126715]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been intensively studied in various fields because of their unique optical and electrical characteristics. Wildoer et al. directly observed electronic density of states of individual SWNTs by scanning tunneling spectroscopy, and Rao et al. showed resonance Raman spectra of SWNTs for a wide energy region. SWNTs can be described as a graphene sheet rolled into a cylindrical shape having a large aspect ratio between its diameter and its length such that it can be considered as quasi-one-dimensional nanostructure with axial symmetry. Because of the large structural anisotropy, the optical properties of SWNT strongly depend on the incident light polarization, and the absorption is diminished for polarizations perpendicular to the nanotube axis.

For a carbon nanotube, the chirality is given as a single vector that corresponds to a section of the nanotube perpendicular to the nanotube axis, and by which the types of SWNTs are classified. The vector can be expressed by two integers $(n,m)$ that define the circumferential length and the chiral angle of the nanotubes. Except for very small diameter nanotubes, it is well known that structures for which $n-m$ is evenly divisible by three display metallic or semimetallic behavior, whereas other tubes just slightly different in structure can have significant band gap showing semiconducting behavior. The quasi-one-dimensionality of SWNTs gives sharp van Hove peaks in the electronic density of states. Optical properties of SWNTs are dominated by excitonic resonances associated with transitions between corresponding van Hove peaks of the valence and the conduction bands. Energies of these $E_n$ van Hove transitions for specific $(n,m)$ structures are important not only for absorption spectroscopy but also for resonant Raman spectroscopy. A number of peaks in absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra reveal different types of tubes. For the anisotropic optical absorption properties of SWNTs, the intensities of these absorption bands gradually decrease with increasing polarization angle of the incident light relative to the tube axis. Also, coherent phonon oscillation and resonant Raman spectroscopy provide resonant frequencies of the nanotubes, and the chiralities can be assigned from diameters relative to the frequency and resonant excitation energies.

In this paper, we report on the polarization dependence of a transient carrier dynamics and coherent phonon generation in individualized SWNTs using femtosecond pulses.

II. EXPERIMENT

Using a Ti:sapphire laser, we have performed degenerate pump-probe spectroscopy to investigate transient carrier dynamics and coherent phonon generation. Such a technique enables real-time observation of carrier and phonon dynamics for a wide excitation energy range accessible from a Ti:sapphire oscillator. Coherent phonons can be excited by a femtosecond pulse, which is shorter than a phonon period. The generated coherent lattice oscillations are observed as modulations in the time-resolved transmission measurements. For polarization-resolved measurements on a SWNT sample, a $\lambda/2$ plate was used on a pump beam path and was rotated by using a stepping motor with a 15° step, while the probe beam polarization was fixed in the horizontal direction. With a tuning range between 730 and 850 nm of the Ti:sapphire oscillator having a pulse duration of 35 fs, the center wavelengths become relevant to resonant and off-resonant energies of a specific-chirality SWNT. A non-collinear geometry was used with a pump beam spot size of $\sim60 \mu m$ in the overlap area. The studied sample is a...
micelle-suspended SWNT solution, which is suspended individually with sodium cholate. SWNTs exist in random directions in solution since they are flexible for rotational motions. PL excitation (PLE) spectroscopy was performed, and the PL was measured by changing the excitation wavelength from 700 to 950 nm using a cw-Ti:sapphire laser.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1(a)–1(d) show transient transmission change as a function of time delay between pump and probe pulses, where four traces were obtained at different wavelengths of 730, 750, 800, and 830 nm, respectively. As can be checked with the PLE spectrum in Fig. 2, the wavelength of 730 nm (1.698 eV) in Fig. 1(d) corresponds to the $E_2 \rightarrow H_2$ resonant transition energy of the (9,4), (8,6), and (8,7) chirality nanotubes, and the 800 nm in Fig. 1(b) is resonant with the (12,1), (11,3), (10,5), and (9,7) nanotubes. On the other hand, off-resonant excitation wavelengths of 750 and 830 nm were chosen for comparison. Both resonant and off-resonant excitations show a positive change in transmission, which is consistent with the band filling effect. Two fast exponential decay components $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are shown at all excitation wavelengths, irrespective of resonant or off-resonant cases. The $\tau_1$ values ranged between 50 and 76 fs with wavelength, and the $\tau_2$ values are in the range from 540 to 670 fs, where the variations with wavelength can occur possibly due to the differences in the extra energy above the band edges for nonresonantly excited carbon nanotubes. The slow component with $\tau_3 \sim 3$ ps can be additionally found for resonant cases. When the pump pulse resonantly excites the nanotubes with the $E_{22}$ energy, the following probe pulse with the same energy will have a less absorption, and the transient transmission will be increased. The carriers excited in the $E_2$ or $H_2$ energy state will relax down to the $E_1$ or $H_1$ energy states, with the transient transmission disappearing relatively slowly ($\tau_3$) due to the interband transitions, $E_2 \rightarrow E_1$ or $H_2 \rightarrow H_1$. On the other hand, if the first pulse off-resonantly excites the nanotubes with energy larger than the $E_{22}$ energy, carriers will fill the states with additional energy. As such, the thermal distribution is described by a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of photoexcited carriers, which is established by rapid carrier-carrier scattering with $\tau_1$, and the relaxation process to the $E_{22}$ energy minimum state will be followed with a characteristic time of $\tau_2$.

To understand the optical anisotropic properties of SWNTs, we performed polarization-dependent pump-probe measurements. The excitation polarization of the pump was varied from parallel to perpendicular orientations relative to probe polarization. The pump-probe signal was fitted by three-exponentially decay functions of $\Delta T/T_0 = A_1 \exp(-t/\tau_1) + A_2 \exp(-t/\tau_2) + A_3 \exp(-t/\tau_3)$ for the resonant excitation cases. Figure 3 shows amplitudes of ($A_1$, $A_2$, and $A_3$) for each decay contributions as a function of the polarization angle of the pump beam at the resonant excitation of 800 nm. The pump-probe signal amplitudes reach maxima around $0^\circ$, while having minimum values when pump polarization is perpendicular to the probe polarization. The equation $\gamma = A(1 + 2 \cos^2 \theta) + B$ is a good fit to the experimental results, with $\theta$ being the angle between the pump and probe polarizations. The polarization-dependent behavior is related to the absorption anisotropy of carbon nanotubes, where detailed analysis will be described in the later part of this manuscript.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Transient pump-probe data as a function of time delay for different excitation wavelengths, [(a) and (c)] Off-resonance, (b) Resonant to (12,1) (11,3), (10,5), and (9,7) nanotubes. (d) Resonant to (9,4), (8,6), and (8,7) nanotubes. The resonant chiralities were taken from the PLE data. The pump-probe signal was fitted by three-exponential decay functions for the resonant excitation cases and two-exponential decay functions for the off-resonant conditions.

FIG. 2. (Color online) PLE spectra of SWNTs excited from 700 to 950 nm and detected from 950 to 1650 nm. (9,4), (8,6), and (8,7) are resonantly excited at the 730 nm and (11,3), (10,5), and (9,7) from the 800 nm excitation. 750 and 830 nm correspond to off-resonant excitations.
We observed that the pump-probe signal contains phonon-induced oscillations. Figure 4(a) shows the coherent phonon oscillations at an excitation wavelength of 800 nm at different pump polarizations. There are beatings on the signal because a number of nanotubes with different frequencies are oscillating simultaneously. Figure 4(b) shows a Fourier-transformed (FT) spectrum in the frequency domain obtained from the coherent phonon oscillations. Each peak reflects the radial breathing mode of a specific-chirality carbon nanotube. The FT spectrum is fitted to a Lorentzian function to obtain the peak frequency, intensity, and FWHM. Based on these fitting parameters, chirality indices \((n,m)\) were assigned.

Figure 4(c) shows the polarization dependence of the RBM intensity for both \((9,4)\) nanotubes resonant at 770 nm and \((11,3)\) nanotubes resonantly excited at 800 nm, respectively. It is interesting that the coherent phonon oscillation has 180° periodicity with respect to \(\theta\), the same as the polarization-dependent carrier dynamics shown in Fig. 3. As compared with the parallel angle \((0°)\) of the incident beam for both cases, the coherent phonon amplitude is weakened at the perpendicular angle \((90°)\) of the pump beam. Although the amplitude is decreased at 90°, it does not disappear completely, and the phonon intensity can also be fitted well with the \(y=A(1+2\cos^2\theta)+B\) function. This can be explained in the following manner. The nanotubes in the solution sample exist with random directions within the pump beam spot. Although the incident light polarization is precisely perpendicular to a certain nanotube, other tubes parallel with the light polarization in the sample can be excited and will contribute to the pump-probe signal. To help us with this understanding, we have calculated the polarization-dependent coherent phonon generation by a simple model in Fig. 5. The polarization of the pump is varied with respect to the probe with an angle \(\theta\), and the polarization of the nanotubes is changed with angle \(\varphi\). When the incident pump beam, probe beam, and nanotubes have the same direction of polarization, the intensity equals unity. As the pump polarization is varied with respect to the nanotubes with an angle \(\varphi-\theta\), the coherent phonon intensity generated by the pump beam will be reduced to \(1\cos^2(\varphi-\theta)\). The measured intensity reduction due to the probe polarization will be proportional to \(\cos^2(\varphi)\). The total coherent phonon intensity relative to the random angle of the nanotubes can be expressed as

\[
I(\theta) \propto \int_0^{2\pi} \cos^2(\varphi-\theta) \cos^2 \varphi d\varphi = 2\cos^2 \theta + 1. \tag{1}
\]

The graph in Fig. 5 shows both the calculation and the experimental results. The curve represents theoretical calculations and the squares are experimental values. The maximum intensity of the experimental results is 1.86 times higher than the minimum, with the fitting parameters of \(A\) and \(B\), being 0.234 and 0.302, respectively. We note that the fitting parameter \(B\) was used considering an angle-independent contribution.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we have demonstrated anisotropic features of transient carrier dynamics and coherent phonon generation in SWNTs. We observed carrier dynamics containing two-decay components under off-resonant excitation and found an additional longer decay component in resonant cases. From PLE and coherent phonon data, we suggest that the two shorter decay components originated from metallic
nanotubes, while the additional longer decay is derived from semiconducting nanotubes. We presented a simple model to successfully explain the observed polarization-dependent carrier dynamics and coherent phonon oscillations, correctly taking into account the optical anisotropy of the nanotubes.
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